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to the different church organists who have been part of the community throughout Nordal’s life.

Proceeding in chronological order, formal schemes and sonorities became more and more polytonal

and episodic, giving way to many contemplative journeys. Einarsdóttir handled the mystical terrain

of these meandering harmonies with a great sense of rhythm and preparation, the full and rich sound

of this triple-manual organ with thirty one independent voices resounding as if it was clearing the

morning clouds, welcoming the afternoon sun.

Following this moving morning concert, cellist Guðný Jónasdóttir delivered a fierce performance of

gripping new Icelandic music back at Harpa, in the Kandalón hall. Performing works by Helgi R.

Ingvarsson, Hugi Guðmundsson, Hafliði Hallgrímsson, and Halldór Smárason, Jónasdóttir

demonstrated absolute command of her instrument and of her own ability to follow each sound to

its logical end. Hugi Guðmundsson’s Alluvium was for amplified cello and indulged in wonderful

percussive effects and vertical bowing which would generate echoes in the electronics’ delay

formula. In Hafliði Hallgrímsson’s Solitaire, expressive and melodic double-stops slid up and down in

all different positions and in and out of quarter tones. A pastorale, played senza vibrato, led into

arpeggiations which grew more and more intense with figures hanging in a delicate balance, moving

into harmonies which then disappeared completely in the upper register. Halldór Smárason’s multi-

movement Pólypsar contained many fascinating traits from the abstract moving lines with

simultaneous left hand pizzicato to a non-bowed and all-plucked gypsy-like pizzicato etude. It ended

with lively rhythmic vitality, using rapid up/down bows with full range glissandos and open string

arpeggiation.
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